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"XSVCash" is a good way to make money online. It is similar to CashCrate and other websites that pay you for taking
surveys, downloading and trying software and providing personal information. Pronounced "Excessive Cash" it is indeed
a way to make some good money online. The way it works is Advertisers need ways to expose their products to the
public. By offering surveys they are able to advertise their campaigns and get information from the public directly. Unlike
a billboard on a highway, they are able to get measurable information from consumers and will gladly pay for that
information.
It is free to fill out surveys. Payments range from $1-$20. You also get a $3 bonus simply for signing up.
The way to do this is:
- Click here to register on XSVCash.
- Choose an offer to complete.
- Complete the offer with the requirement stated on the offer. If it says complete a survey, then fill it out completely. If it
says "sign up with valid information" then do so.
- After completing the offer, click the "Done" button.
- XSVCash will then verify that you comppleted the offer. Once that is done you will be paid via Paypal. If you do not
want to be paid by Paypal, then send the administrators a request to be paid via check.
That's it! You've made some real money! They pay monthly, so if you start now you can expect a check from XSVCash
next month!
Some things to note:
- You will get $3 simply for signing up.
- There is a referral bonus, meaning you will receive a percentage of what the people you sign-up make. Don't worry,
they won't receive less because of that. XSVCash pays your percentage on top of what your referral makes.
- Most offers are for the US, but there are some offers for people in the UK, with more international offers planned.
- You can still join if you are from another country. The referral bonus is a way for people from other countries to make
money - simply by referring US users to signup.
- $15 is th eminimum payout that you must reach before XSV Cash will pay out. If you do not reach that limit the amount
will rollover till next month.
- You refer people through your referral link. You will receive that once you sign up for an XSVCash account. For
instance, my referral link is: http://xsvcash.com/cgi-bin/gpte.cgi?page=index&referrer=wangzen
- There are 5 levels of referral percentages: 20% - 10% - 5% - 3% - 1%. This means that you make 20% from the people
YOU refer, and 10% from their referrals, then 5% from their referrals referrals - and so on down to 1% at the fifth level.
This is one of the factors that makes XSVCash one of the best ways to make money online. It is residual income, and
eventually you can make good money not just by your own efforts, but from the efforts of others. I highly recommend
XSVCash .
Who this is great for:
- Stay at home moms
- Stay at home dads
- Anyone who wants to build a viable business of making money online that is free to join, and requires only a little effort.
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